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Autumn NetSpy Crack For Windows is a program which scans the entire subnets of a local
network for possible rogue/compromised hosts. If it finds a host that it does not recognize, it
will make note of this in a log file. This log file can later be opened and inspected to help
determine the identity of the host. Features: Scan subnets for rogue or compromised hosts
Detect IP address of rogue host Detect DNS name of rogue host Detect MAC address of rogue
host Detect host IP configuration (IPv4, IPv6) Detect host manufacturer/model Detect host
build type (Windows, MacOS, Linux) Detect host OS version (Windows, MacOS, Linux) Detect
host bootable state (bootable, non-bootable) Detect host brand/name Detect host file system
(Fat, NTFS, HFS) Detect host date & time Detect host serial number Detect host hostname
Detect host uptime Detect rogue/compromised hosts with their IP addresses and DNS names
Detect rogue/compromised hosts with their manufacturer, model, build type, OS, file system,
brand/name, date & time, serial number, hostname, uptime, username, and a list of their
processes Detect rogue/compromised hosts with their MAC addresses and other information on
them Detect rogue/compromised hosts with their logged-in users Detect rogue/compromised
hosts with their login name and IP address Detect rogue/compromised hosts with their logged-
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Autumn NetSpy Crack+

Autumn NetSpy is a light and simple application for Windows that will help you to monitor your
computer and network for the presence of computers and their activity, to solve problems with
accessing of your favorite web-server, to ensure that the time of leaving of workers, to keep an
eye on hackers and many other similar problems. Autumn NetSpy is an ideal tool for: - checking
of computer presence on network - checking of computer access to the internet - check of
access problems to the internet, e.g. it may be helpful to solve problems with server or work
with Web pages from remote places - check of computer presence on the network or it will be
useful to solve problems with accessing the web-server - analysis of online and offline presence
- check of computers in the network - check of the time of leaving of employees of your
company - check of the time of leaving of workers of your country - check of the time of use of
computers in the network - online control of computer devices in the network - online control of
computer devices and user in the network Requirements: Autumn NetSpy is an Internet-based
software. To be able to work with Autumn NetSpy you must have: 1. Internet connection 2. The
web-browser with JavaScript and ActiveX support Autumn NetSpy will find system IP address
using GetIpAddress function of the Internet Information Services (IIS) in the system. You must
have IIS to be able to install it on your machine. IIS is a component of Windows Server
operating system. This program requires Internet access for execution of its functions. Autumn
NetSpy may be used by an unlimited number of people simultaneously in the same network.
Extensive documentation. User can easily use online help for beginner. Autumn NetSpy is free
software and there are no restrictions for using and downloading it, but you must have an
Internet connection to use it. You can get a temporary copy of the program from the download
page, for test and you can return to the page to download it permanently if you like to use it.
Recommendation There is no recommendation. You have to use it and to judge for yourself
whether it is useful or not for you. Autumn NetSpy was designed to be useful tool for test of
existence of computer in network. Generate the list of interesting systems and you will have an
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What's New in the?

Autumn NetSpy is a tool that allows you to keep track of the access to your favorite Web-site. It
can automatically add the user to your own lists of logged users. The program can be used to
monitor the activities of all other logged users on the list of your Web-site. Autumn NetSpy is
designed to be useful tool for test of existence of computer in network. Generate the list of
interesting systems and you will have an feature to supervise the moment of occurrence of
system in networks or loss from it. After starting the program is minimized in system tray (area
near to hours) and is ready to work. Enter the network address, or the IP-address, or URL (a
domain name) then can quickly receive the information on presence of a computer in a
network. Autumn NetSpy can keep log of network connection. Install this program and you will
be notified, when problems with access to your favourite Web-server will be gone or your
colleague has come for work. You can supervise time of leaving/arrival of employees of your
organization for a workplace and the moment of power down. Description: Netstat is a small
network utility for Microsoft Windows, which is used to display the status of network
connections. It can display information such as remote host name, remote IP address, Internet
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activity, listening sockets, connections, etc. Description: A simple, easy to use, free software for
synchronization of contacts between Outlook and mobile phone. Mobile application store will be
used to register the software. The application is integrated with Windows contacts and is
compatible with 32-bit and 64-bit Microsoft Windows operating systems. Description: Receiving
faxes was once a simple matter of dialing a number, pressing a button and holding your finger
to the transmitting device. Now there are a number of advanced fax programs that can provide
a fax phone number, send and receive faxes, view received faxes in your program and even
print received faxes. There are many different fax programs for Windows. Most of them are free
and may be downloaded from the Internet. Description: This utility helps you to get the details
of your Windows computer from Windows operating system. Program uses registry to achieve
this task. It can provide detailed information of following features of a computer: name, current
OS, service pack, user name, computer name, MAC address, IP address, WINS server name, OS
image, hardware, RAM, local IP address, host name, SSH and NTLM for authentication.
Description: This program is used for doing the background task of MS Outlook. It can read
emails from Outlook and get them to the "Notify me when a new email arrives" section. It can
also add the emails in the Sent Items folder to the same section. The program supports POP,
IMAP and SMTP protocols for email retrieval. Description: Network Translator is a freeware
tool



System Requirements For Autumn NetSpy:

Supported OS: To run the game, users must have installed an AMD Radeon™ R9 series
graphics card that supports at least DirectX 11 and 3rd party graphics cards that support the
latest Display Driver at their operating system. Screenshot: To show the framerate and network
performance of each game mode, we have added a system requirement below. Supported OS:
To run the game, users must have installed an AMD Radeon™ R9 series graphics card that
supports at least DirectX 11 and 3rd party graphics cards that support the latest Display Driver
at their
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